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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/further-mathematics-
b-mei-h635-h645-from-2017/  for full details of the 
assessment for this qualification. These exemplar answers 
should also be read in conjunction with the sample 
assessment materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report 
or Report to Centres available from Interchange https://
interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/further-mathematics-b-mei-h635-h645-from-2017/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/further-mathematics-b-mei-h635-h645-from-2017/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/further-mathematics-b-mei-h635-h645-from-2017/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1 (a)

Exemplar 1 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
Dijkstra’s algorithm is a straightforward procedure and candidates should be able to carry it out accurately and without arithmetic 
errors.

This candidate has provided evidence of using Dijkstra’s algorithm starting from A by writing the values 9, 17, 23, 35 at B, E, D, G 
respectively, making the 9 at B permanent and then working from B to give 19 at C, 22 at F and update the 17 to 15 at B. The 15 at B 
is then made permanent which should lead to no change at F, 26 at G and 21 at D. However, the candidate has used 17 + 6 to get 23 
at D, and consequently misses 25 at G and hence the 33 at H should have been 32.

The candidate achieved M1 for showing the temporary labels 17 and 15 at E, but A0 A0 for the temporary and permanent labels, 
they achieved A1 for the order of labelling (which is correct on follow through). Their route is then wrong, although correct from 
their values) so they achieved B0 for the route but B1 ft for the length of the route.
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Question 1 (c)

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a completely correct answer, showing the number of comparisons for each item and leading to the correct formula and 
conclusion.

Some candidates counted the number of items that were compared with each bin, this resulted in (n-1) + … + 2 + 1, this approach 
could also achieve full marks. 

The command word ‘Determine’ defined in the specification as indicating that justification should be given for any results found. 
Some candidates just wrote 1 + 2 + … + n =      n2 +    n, without mentioning that they were counting comparisons, these candidates 
achieved M0 for not justifying how this calculation connects to the situation.

1
2

1
2
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Exemplar 2 2 marks

Examiner commentary
A common misconception is that the total number of comparisons is 1 + 2 + … + n, but the first item does not need to be 
compared with anything, so this should be 0 + 1 + … + (n-1), which totals to give   n2 –    n.

This can be seen in this exemplar, achieving M1 for explaining what the number of comparisons was in the worst case (even though 
they had summed to n) but A0 for the error, followed by B1 for stating the correct order. 

1
2

1
2
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Question 2 (a)

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate has not indicated the activities (A, B, …) on the arcs and these cannot necessarily be deduced from the arc weights 
(for example, A, E, F and I all have weight 25). This meant that the candidate was awarded M0 and could not be awarded any marks 
in this part. 

If the activities had been labelled, correctly, the candidate would have achieved M1 A1 A0, because of the excess of extra dummy activities. 

They were still able to be awarded method marks in part (b).

Note that an activity network should have a single start, a single finish, and every arc should be directed (including those for the 
dummy activities).
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Question 2 (b)

Exemplar 1 5 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a fully correct answer. The arrows showing the directions of the dummy activities would have been clearer if they had been 
shown in the middle of the arcs instead of at the end.
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Exemplar 2 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate has one extra dummy activity, but other than that the activity network is correct. They have carried out a forward 
pass correctly but have missed values on the backward pass (the candidate also did not attempt the critical values). They have also 
recorded 75 as the late event time at , being 90 – 15, but the missing late event time of 40 at  would have led to 40 (= 40 – 0) 
instead of 75 at .

The candidate achieved M1 A1 for the forward pass but M0 for the backward pass because it was incomplete.
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Question 2 (c)

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a correct answer. Note that the candidate has clearly shown that the value 2 at D has been replaced by 3. Some candidates try 
to do this by writing the new value over the original, but almost always this makes it impossible to tell which value they want.

Exemplar 2 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This question required candidates to interpret the resource histogram, knowing that each activity required at least one worker. 

This candidate has recorded some of the sums that they have deduced from the resource histogram and correctly deduced the 
values of A, B, C, D and I. Their value for F is also correct, but they have missed the sum H + I = 3, which would have enabled them to 
deduce the remaining values

The candidate achieved M1 for 4 correct values but just missed the remaining A marks for 7 or more correct values. 
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Question 2 (d)

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a correct answer. The first line is not relevant but the candidate has then identified which activities are causing the problem 
and given valid description of how to allocate the activities and complete them in 95 minutes. 

Exemplar 2 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate achieved full marks. It is possible to deduce the start time for each activity from their answer, although this required a 
little bit of work for E, F and G. The candidate could have made their answer more secure by listing the activities and their start times.
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Exemplar 3 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This candidate has identified which activities are causing the problem (and also stated that the minimum completion time becomes 
95 minutes), but their explanation is not complete.

They say to start D when I start, but this would clash against H. They also say that E and F should each be postponed by 5 minutes, 
this appears to be a second attempt, but would mean that D and G still clash, the candidate would also need to say that G, H and I 
are each postponed by 5 minutes and that this would result in a time of 95 minutes.

They achieved M1 for identifying the problem but A0 for not dealing with it correctly.

This question used the defined command word so justification should be given for any results found, including the working where 
appropriate.
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Exemplar 4 0 marks

Examiner commentary
In general if a diagram is expected there will usually be at least part of the space left blank (unlined).When only lines are provided in 
the answer space, this indicates that a written response is expected, but this does not mean that an annotated diagram will not gain 
credit if it supports the presented argument. This candidate has probably identified which activities are causing the problem, but 
they have not stated this and they have only shown D and E in their diagram. The inclusion of F and/or G would have been needed 
to imply M1 from this incomplete diagram with no supporting text. 

A correct scheduling diagram showing all the activities, together with the statement 95 minutes, would have achieved full marks 
even without other supporting text.
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Question 3 (d)

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This required identification of a suitable saturated cut and an appropriate explanation. The proof needed to be more than just the 
statement ‘maximum flow – minimum cut theorem’ or ‘maximum flow = minimum cut’.

The candidate was awarded M1 for identifying the cut and A1 for saying that they have a cut and a flow that are equal and hence 
these must be the limiting cases.

This was the only suitable cut and it needed to be identified in part (d), if the cut was drawn on the diagram then candidates needed 
to indicate this in part (d), but preferably the cut was described using set notation. 

Too many candidates confuse the flow with the capacities and claim that every cut has capacity 190. 

For the explanation, candidates needed to involve max flow = min cut but also to evidence that this cut has capacity 190 or that it is 
the same as the flow (it is already known that the flow = 190).
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Question 4 (a) (i) and (ii), 4 (b) (i) and (ii), 4 (c), 
4 (d) (i) and (ii), 4 (e)
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Exemplar 1 11 marks
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Examiner commentary
Fully correct answers to this question were unusual, but most candidates were able to attempt every part. Often the problems came 
down to not reading the question carefully. 

Although most candidates seemed to understand the idea of a transportation problem some were confused about the direction of 
travel and how many trips were being made between the suppliers and depots.

In part (a), candidates needed to identify that the objective is to minimise the total cost of transporting the goods and that the 
amount delivered to X needs to equal the demand of 24 units.

In part (b), the solution needed to be interpreted in context, including the cost. Some candidates calculated the total number of 
units transported instead of the cost.

In part (c), some candidates ignored the stem and claimed that supplier B was incorrect because there were only 12 units available 
at B, most candidates identified that there was an excess of stock or suggested the appropriate change to the inequality. Here, and 
in part (d), a few candidates decided that the unit prices would need to be changed to reflect the surplus, which may well be true 
but was not given in the question. Candidates should not need to invent information, unless  the question suggests an element of 
uncertainty, such as saying ‘may be’ rather than ‘is’ or asking about modelling assumptions.

In part (e) several candidates just wrote an answer (which was sometimes correct and sometimes not) with no evidence of how it 
had been achieved. It was possible to do this using a written explanation but setting up and solving simultaneous equations was 
a more reliable approach. The use of the defined command word ‘determine’ highlighted that ‘justification should be given for any 
results found, including working where appropriate.’
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Question 5 (c)

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The two aspects here were that the solution for Q is feasible and optimal. This involved identifying that Q = 0 and that the only 
negative entries in the objective row are in the columns for the artificial variables.

This candidate has dealt with both aspects.

Exemplar 2 0 marks

Examiner commentary
Several candidates did not seem to appreciate that ‘negative’ and ‘non-positive’ are not the same thing, similarly ‘positive’ and ‘non-
negative’ are not the same, the issue being the inclusion or exclusion of the value zero.

This candidate claims that all the values in the objective row are negative, which is clearly not true. Even if the 1 in the first column is 
ignored, there are several 0’s in the objective row.
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Question 5 (d)

Exemplar 1 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate has calculated the four numerical rows correctly but is not prepared to calculate the algebraic entries. Calculating the 
numerical entries involves efficient use of a calculator and candidates should be able to do these calculations reliably. 

The candidate achieved M1 M1 A1 for the five basis columns P, x, y, z, s2, in the second table (these basis columns needed to include 
the entry in the objective row), for a correct pivot row for their reasonable pivot choice (with non-negative values in the RHS 
column) and for the four constraint rows correct.

The candidate did not attempt part (e), although they could have achieved some marks had they continued. This candidate had 
possibly run out of time but had sensibly filled in all the numerical values in the tableau. If time is short, the order of priority should 
be completing the pivot row, the basis columns, the objective row (for a numerical case), the RHS column and then the remainder of 
the other rows.
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Question 5 (e) (i)

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate was one of the few who achieved full marks on Q5(d) and Q5(e).

They found the three inequalities k ≤ 5.25, k ≥ 1/14 and k ≥ 3.5 and correctly identified that any value in the range 3.5 ≤ k ≤ 5.25 
would satisfy all of these.
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Exemplar 2 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This candidate had the objective row of their tableau correct (although they had a numerical error in one of the other entries). 
Several candidates just checked that the value of the objective had not decreased (20 +       k ≥      +     k leading to k > 1.4). However, 
the question had given that the tableau is now optimal, and that meant that the remaining entries in the objective row had to be 
non-negative. This led to the three inequalities k ≤     , k ≥     and k ≥    . 

This candidate has achieved these three constraints, albeit using strict inequalities. The crossed out work is still legible and the first 
part has not been replaced, so the candidate achieved M1 for a valid method, but they then chose the wrong value for the lower 
bound. 

This did not affect the final part, in which the candidate achieved full marks.
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